
Quantifiers

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He acts the way a good _________ boys do who have been treated that
way.
1.

(many/much)
many

After making a _________ steps I paused.2. (few/little)few

The girls in the convents are taught to adore the Virgin in a very abstract
and indefinite way, and are given very _________ practical advice as to the
essential traits of true womanhood.

3.

(few/little)
little

Ruth cast a timorous glance towards the workers, and murmured
something about not having _________ time to spare, but she placed the
water-cans on the ground and sank down on the grass.

4.

(many/much)
much

Very _________ power is allowed to the curative efforts of nature.5.
(few/little)

little

The operations lasted only a _________ days.6. (few/little)few

They had smiled so often through so _________ years that no two people
in the world could very well be further from each other.
7.

(many/much)
many

There was a light in her eyes, a color in her cheeks, he had not seen there
for _________ years.
8.

(many/much)many

In a _________ moments he turned to the Captain.9. (few/little)few

I was in _________ danger from the shot, for there was an immense
crowd in front of me, though quite within gunshot.
10.

(few/little)
little

She came, therefore, in a _________ minutes.11. (few/little)few

Your father was one of my _________ friends.12. (few/little)few

Frederic, forewarned by Wilhelm, had made the most of the _________
hair that remained to him.
13.

(few/little)
little
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I reflected that time was passing on-that the _________ money I had
brought to town was fast consuming, and that I had nothing to depend upon
but my own exertions for a fresh supply; and I returned with redoubled
application to my pursuits.

14.

(few/little)

little

I'll go up in a _________ minutes.15. (few/little)few

To her, entering there, he was again visible in the _________ articles
which told of his daily habits.
16.

(many/much)
many

He had _________ time to ruminate upon past affairs.17. (few/little)little

Creeping for tubs is his delight, as he gets over so _________ ground.18.
(few/little)

little

They were more interested in minerals than in any other class of
substances, but did not waste _________ time on the question of
transmutation of metals.

19.

(many/much)
much

The latter gentleman explained himself in a _________ words.20. (few/little)few
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